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Set up a ‘self- retraction’
system for honest errors
Notices should make obvious whether a withdrawal of research is the result
of misconduct or a genuine mistake, says Daniele Fanelli.

S

elf-correction in sciencehasnever been so popular and yet so
unrewarded. Newtechnologiesandacultureof sharing, transparencyandpubliccriticismoffer an unprecedentedopportunityto
purgethescientificrecordof falseclaims.But retractingthosepublished
claimsremainsarareandpainful process. Therearepowerful incentives
not todoso,for all involved, fromuniversitiesandscientiststopublishers. Retractionsstill unwittinglypunishall whotakepart. Toget the
most from self-correction, we must turn blame into praise.
Retractionsarearecent tool. Thefirst retraction noterecorded in
databaseswaswritten in 1966by theauthorsof apaper on nuclear
RNA synthesis. It wasan excellent start, but up until ten yearsago,
retractionswereextremelyrare, andlessthanone-fifthof journalshad
aretractionpolicy. Today, that proportionhastripled, andretractions
are nearing 600 per year.
However, retractions reliably ascribed to
honest error account for lessthan 20%of the
total, and areoften asourceof disputeamong
authorsandalegal headachefor journal editors.
Therecalcitranceof scientistsasked to retract
work is not surprising. Even when they are
honest and proactive, they havemuch tolose: a
paper, their time and perhaps their reputation.
Much reluctanceto retract errorswould be

theauthorsrecognized asresponsiblefor misconduct.
Aslongasretractionnotesincludesinthetitlealist of all theoriginal
authors, asthey often already do, their statuswill beself-evident. If
an adjudication of misconduct is disputed in court, as is increasingly
thecase, then journalscouldkeeptheretraction on holdandissuean
ordinary expression of concern until the matter is settled.
Self-retractionsshouldbeconsideredlegitimatepublicationsthat scientistswouldtreat asevidenceof integrity. Self-retractionsfromprestigiousjournalswouldbevaluedmorehighly, becausetheyimplythat a
higher sacrificewaspaidfor thecommongood.Scientistswhocommittedmisconduct wouldbeunabletobenefit.Their co-authors—culpable
for unwittinglyoverlookingafraud—coulddisplaytheir retractionsif
theywished,but wouldbeunabletoclaimthemastrueself-retractions.
Somemay argue that such a policy would
prompt dishonest researcherstopre-emptively
request aretraction, and thereby earn undue
praisewhilesneakily avoidingafutureallegation. Thisisunlikely tobeareal problem. Selfretractionswould need to bejustified by the
authors, whowouldhavetoprovideevidenceof
thehonestyof themistake. Even if authorsfabricatedsuchevidencetoconceal afraud,theycould
never get awaywithself-retractingmultiplemis-
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Guiding principles for literature amendments
1.

The scientific literature should be amended as promptly and efficiently as
possible. Speed and efficiency may be optimized if journal amendment procedures were diversified and tailored to
each case, in order to strike an optimal balance between resources invested in a specific amendment and the benefits to be
accrued for the literature and for the process of self-correction.

2.

Amendments should be communicated transparently and clearly. With modalities and
extents appropriate to each case, and in proportion to the magnitude of the problem being corrected, amendments should
be accompanied by information concerning: 1) nature of the amendment and its consequences for one or more
publications; 2) who was responsible for the problem being amended; 3) where appropriate, who should be credited for
identifying and amending the problem.

3.

Amendments should be documented and traceable. Each step of an amendment process should
be documented in notices that are publically available, dated and connected as directly as possible to the publications
concerned. All changes made should be clearly visible, ideally in the text of the original publication.

4.

Amendments should be widely and freely accessible, independently of the
amended publication. All notices tracing an amendment process should be accessible online at no cost to the
reader. Ideally, articles’ amended version should also be made freely accessible.

5.

Scientists and editors should take responsibility for their mistakes and earn
credit for amending them, particularly when such mistakes were made
unintentionally. Individuals who actively operate to amend the literature should be credited and ideally rewarded –
just as those engaging in misconduct and gross negligence should incur fair and proportionate reputational costs.
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How these principles can be implemented
•

Authors of scientific publications can commit to amend, in full or in part, their publications if and whenever they have new evidence that

warrants such action. Authors canmake available to the scientific community all the necessary and sufficient information that ensures a maximally
transparent, efficient and fair amendment, and cando so with the same care and attention that they dedicate to original publications.

•

Readers of scientific publications can support the amendment process with commitment and responsibility. Whenever they detect the

possible presence of an error or a flaw in a publication, they can in first instance contact the authors of the publication and/or the editors of the
journal in which the publication appears. Online commenting may represent an alternative mean to contact both author and journal as well as
informing the public about a possible flaw, but only when such online commenting is immediately associated with a publication (i.e. comment section
below the online version of a publication, or official platforms like PubMed Commons), allowing the entire communication process to be represented
accurately. Commentaries posted on third-party websites are not visible to the entire community. Alternative courses of actions, such as contacting
the authors’ employing institution, should only be taken when other attempts to communicate about an amendment have failed.

•

Academic, research and funding institutions can incentivize, support and sustain, financially when necessary, all
valid initiatives to amend the literature. When assessing individuals for recruitment, promotion or grant applications, they can encourage applicants
to describe amendment activities they have been involved with. They can take into consideration all relevant information concerning the nature,
causes and authorship of the amendment (see Table 1) and give credit for demonstrated initiatives of amendment.

•

Science journalists and communicators can commit to report fairly and responsibly about amendments to the

literature. While amendments may be of interest to journalists because they demonstrate how science works, reporters should refrain from making
inferences or speculations and could ensure that their coverage is based on available evidence, rather than speculation.

•

Publishers can invest efforts and resources to ensuring that journals have updated policies and that editors are adequately trained to handle
amendments in a timely, consistent, fair and efficient manner.

•

Bibliometric and library information services can cooperate with publishers to develop and adopt technologies
that allow the most effective and accessible interlinking and updating of amendments of scientific publications. Ideally, they can collaborate on
developing a unified and comprehensive approach to indexing amendments to the literature.

•

Journal editors can support and encourage authors who wish to correct or retract their own publications. After appropriate

consultation with institutions and/or funders, and in the form most appropriate to each case, journal editors could ensure that requests of
amendment are processed promptly and collaboratively. Communication between journals is important to ensure a consistent response in cases
where multiple papers are affected.
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• Tool to classify retrospectively
• Guideline for editorial practices, or policies
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• Standard for tagging/classification

Particular novelties
• Withdrawal: this is a peer-reviewed paper in which the authors retract one or
more of their previous publications based on presenting detailed new evidence,
data, methodologies, results or theoretical arguments that invalidate previously
published claims.

• Retired: a guideline or recommendation article is retired when its content is
deemed outdated and its authors are unable to update them.

• Cancelled: this is a full retraction of a paper due to an editorial, production or
publishing mistake. It is, in essence, the retraction equivalent of an erratum.

• Self-retraction: a short retraction notice signed by all co- authors of the

original paper and issued if and only if the co-authors make a joint and unsolicited
request of retraction to the journal.

• Removal: under exceptional circumstances a publication may be entirely

removed from the public record if its content presents a serious and substantial
risk for society, individuals or the environmental

Key messages:
 Raise awareness of diversity amendments, and current limitations in tackling them
 Urge experimenting with new approaches, see what works in context
 Share experiences
(Fanelli et al. under review)
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08:30-09:00
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Goodman, John Ioannidis)
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Background, scope of the workshop and overview of the
agenda (Daniele Fanelli)
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Moderated discussion I: Overall scoping and critical
points

10:30-10:45

Break

10:45-12:00

Moderated discussion II: Principles and commitments to
support self-correction

12:00-1:00

Lunch

1:00-2:15

Moderated discussion III: Innovating retractions to
support self-corrections

2:15-2:30

Break

2:30–3:20

Moderated discussion IV: Versioning and the future of
scientific publication

3:30-4:00

Wrap up: Concluding remarks and further courses of
action

